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Sacred Heart Greenwich is part
of a worldwide network of Sacred
Heart schools in 44 countries.
Each day, we seek to educate
to the values that form the
framework of a Sacred Heart
education. The 24 independent
network schools located in the
United States/Canada province
share a common heritage and
vision. The spirit and essence
of a Sacred Heart education
are exemplified by our shared
Goals and Criteria, and we

Dear Friends,
We are very fortunate indeed to be part of a unique
culture, a way of life which exists in more than 200

are committed to education

Sacred Heart schools on six continents. All of these

that develops:

schools share a singular vision lived out in their

• a personal and active faith
in God.
• a deep respect for intellectual
values.
• a social awareness which impels
to action.
• the building of community as
a Christian value.
• personal growth in an
atmosphere of wise freedom.
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particular country and customs. As members of this
global network, we can offer our students, alumnae,
faculty, and staff safe opportunities to expand their
educational experiences, professional development,
and international leadership through our exchange
program and the innovative learning available
through SophieConnect.
Within these pages, you will read testimony from our community on how this global culture
has changed their lives and prepared them to understand their place and purpose in this world
as Sacred Heart international citizens.
It is our intention within our current strategic plan to “educate principled leaders and
innovators for the opportunities and challenges of tomorrow.” Our program offers students
the opportunity to gain a stronger connection to the world they will lead tomorrow.
As members of the international community that is Sacred Heart, we share a worldwide
heritage that is based on the Sacred Heart Goals and Criteria. We are dedicated to the education
of youth in order for them to have independence of judgement, strength of character and
personal freedom. This transparent and unambiguous set of principles will shape them as our
global leaders of tomorrow. This is the mission and culture that is Sacred Heart Greenwich.
Sincerely,

Cover: As a sophomore,
Ciara Henry ’18 visited
Stuartholme School,
a Sacred Heart school
in Brisbane, Australia.

Pamela Juan Hayes ’64
Head of School

World Languages
Immersed in World Cultures
BY HAZEL CARRION ’25

W

hen I came to Sacred Heart

in first grade, I had an exciting

choice to make — which world

language would I like to learn? I knew right
away it would be Chinese.
Before taking Chinese, I was always curious about the
interesting characters I would see on things like menus, books
or signs. I really wanted to be able to understand what those
characters meant, and maybe even speak the language myself.
Now, after four years with my teacher, or lǎoshī, I can.

My next big goal is to be able to have longer conversations
with people who speak Chinese as their first language. I am
practicing my tones so that I will be able to correctly express
the words. Recently, at a Chinese restaurant, I noticed that
we did not have any forks on the table. When our waiter
returned, I surprised him by asking for a chāzi.
My favorite part of Chinese class is learning about different
legends. I love the stories behind the Chinese Zodiac and
Moon Festival. My favorite legend is about Chinese New Year
and Nian, a mythical monster that used to come out of hiding
one day each year to attack villagers. Thankfully, the villagers
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| World Languages – cont.

learned that Nian was afraid of three things: fire, the sound of
banging drums and the color red. Last year, the whole Lower
School celebrated Chinese New Year by wearing red to scare
Nian away.
Another favorite event each year is World Language Week.
Each classroom in the Lower School is transformed into
a different country. We each get passports and travel from
country to country, eating new foods, singing songs and
playing fun games. It is a great way to share what I have
STUDENT VOICES

learned in Chinese class, while also seeing what my friends

“I was born in Mexico
and am fluent in
English and Spanish
and am studying French.
My goal is to learn four
languages. Once I feel
confident with French,
I willstudy Italian.
I think knowing
different languages is
mostly key for great
opportunities, and
will always be helpful
for visiting, traveling,
and working. There
are so many different
languages spoken all
around the world and
I believe knowing some
will help a lot with
interacting, and of
course, communication.”
▲

I look forward to Chinese class because it is so much fun. We
play games, listen to stories, sing songs and even cook. I plan
to continue learning Chinese next year in Middle School and
hope to go on Exchange one day to Taiwan, where there is a
Sacred Heart school.

F A C U LT Y V O I C E S

“The benefits of early language learning
are immeasurable. Young students
have more time to practice, which leads
to a greater proficiency in the language. Equally
important is that when young students learn about
new cultures, they become more culturally sensitive
and aware of their place in the global community.
At Sacred Heart, we are especially fortunate to be
a part of an international network of schools that
provide opportunities for cultural immersion and
personal growth.”
HOLLY MARVIN

▲

LOURDES AUAIS BULNES ’22

have been learning, too.

World Languages Department chair for the Lower and Middle Schools
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SophieConnect
Global Network Learning
BY ERIN SCHICK ’16
Sophomore at the University of Maryland, where she is majoring in computer
science

I

n Upper School, I
participated in the
first robotics course at

Sacred Heart and discovered
through that class that the
field of computer science
really interested me. I then talked to my
academic dean and tried to see what other
courses I could take to further my learning. I
found an AP Computer Science course offered
by a Sacred Heart Network teacher through
SophieConnect, so I jumped at the opportunity.
SophieConnect strengthened my sense of connection with
the global Sacred Heart community because the teacher
was in Florida and the students were from across the U.S.
and Canada. It was very cool to be able to interact with my
teacher and fellow students in a virtual setting. The world is
such a large place, but this course was able to make it seem so
much smaller.
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| SophieConnect – cont.

The most important skill that this online course helped me
develop was my time management. Since there were no
designated times throughout the school day in which I had
to “attend” class, most — if not all — of the course work was
done at home during my free time. At the beginning, it was
difficult for me to get used to completing my work outside
F A C U LT Y V O I C E S

“Advances in technology,
the way we do business,
even health care and
leisure continue to
make international
communication and
collaboration in real
time a priority. This is
the workplace of the
future, and it is our
responsibility to educate
to the next generation’s
needs. Online learning,
particularly with the
advantages of the
Sacred Heart Goals
and Criteria, is a
powerful experience for
our students that affords
them the confidence
and skills necessary to
lead in this globalized,
connected world.”
ARAN WALDBROOK

of the school walls, but after a while my time management
improved, and it was easy to get work done on time and even
ahead of time.
I was fortunate to be able to take this course during high
school because it made my first semester at college so much
easier. As a freshman, coming into my first computer science
course, I had a strong foundation based on the material I
had learned through SophieConnect. My time management
skills allowed me to have a more stress-free academic
experience compared to other students who procrastinated
on school work.

STUDENT VOICES

“I would definitely recommend taking a
course through SophieConnect because
it is a learning experience and a source of
connection with the global community beyond campus
and preparation for the real world. It provided me with
a valuable work ethic and encouraged the development
of skills in self-discipline and time management. I also
learned so much from the different perspectives shared
by the other students in my course who came from
Sacred Heart schools around the nation.”

Music and Fine Arts Department

JODANNA DOMOND ’17

Montreal and a SophieConnect

Jodanna took AP Psychology offered by SophieConnect in her senior year.

teacher

She is a freshman at New York University.
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Network Exchange Program
Being There
BY RACHEL BELLISSIMO ’18
Rachel traveled to Sacred Heart’s sister school, Sophianum in Lima, Peru.

I

took part in the Exchange program
and visited Peru in June following my
sophomore year. Having lived in Brazil

for two years of my life in elementary school,
I easily adapted to South America.

There were many similarities between the Sacred Heart
school in Peru and Sacred Heart Greenwich, specifically the
Goals and Criteria of a Sacred Heart education. However,
there were also many cultural differences. The shared values
offered me a foundation and unifying experience, while the
cultural differences provided an opportunity to grow and to
broaden my educational horizons. Throughout my time in
Peru, I explored a whole other culture by accessing my
Sacred Heart education.
Both school communities encourage Goal 5, “personal
growth in an atmosphere of wise freedom.” Teachers in Peru

“We had a great experience hosting a girl last year from Lima,

and Greenwich are constantly supporting and motivating

Peru. Sacred Heart did a great job coordinating all aspects of

the girls to become the best versions of themselves. Also,

our exchange. We loved receiving our guest and showing her

both emphasize the importance of fostering a positive
and vibrant community that will ultimately motivate the
students to succeed.
I grew as a Sacred Heart student by going on Exchange

all the things about living in the U.S. From food to travel and
extreme weather changes, it was all a learning experience for
our exchange student. Hosting a student proved beneficial to
our whole family. The growth we all shared was immeasurable
and we all enjoyed it.” — Kathleen Bellissimo P ’18

because I expanded my sense of independence and freedom.
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| Network Exchange Program – cont.

Staying with my host family gave me another perspective on
cultural similarities and differences and deepened by awareness
of our global connections. While I have always desired to
study abroad in college, this experience in South America
Santiago, Chile

helped confirm my decision. I would highly recommend the
Exchange program to all tenth graders.

ALUMNAE VOICE S

“I studied abroad at
Monjas Inglesas, the
Sacred Heart school in
Santiago, Chile, during
the summer after my
sophomore year of high
school. That trip was
my first extended stay
away from home, my
first experience with
a host family, and my
first time building
friendships in another
language. Those have
all been meaningful
aspects of my life after
high school. My positive
experience in Chile was
what started me on my
career path.”
CAILEY CRON ’09
Cailey graduated from Middlebury
College with a Bachelor of Arts
in Arabic and Sociology. She is a
teaching fellow in the Department
of Communication, Rhetoric and
Literary Arts at King’s Academy, in
Madaba, Jordan.

Upper School Academic Dean Jennifer Bensen and Middle School Academic Dean
John Zwack direct the Exchange program. Starting in eighth grade with visits to
U.S. schools, the program expands internationally in tenth grade.

PA R E N T V O I C E S

“Olivia became a global citizen by the sheer
fact that she was fully a Sacred Heart
student in Dublin. She participated at
school while on Exchange. She was embraced by her
host family 100%. And she made an easy transition
because of their hospitality. This really helped her let
go and freely experience Ireland and all it had to offer,
while holding herself accountable to the values of
Sacred Heart. Olivia is a more confident young woman
and has a greater appreciation for the vastness of the
world and its different people. I am thrilled that she
took part in the Exchange!”
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Global Leaders
Our Alumnae

BY DANIELLE PAGANO SHELTON ’03
Family medicine physician for the Southeast Georgia Health System, adjunct
faculty at The Medical College of Georgia, and CEO of Clean Your Plate Inc.,
a nonprofit corporation dedicated to community health initiatives.

S

acred Heart instilled

in me a deep seated
compassion for others,

a deep love of knowledge
and a deep commitment
to my faith. I do not know
exactly when or where my passion for medicine
developed, but I do know that Sacred Heart
gave me the confidence to pursue it.

Family medicine naturally lends itself to international
work, the skills of a general practitioner are varied, as I am
at once psychiatrist, dermatologist, internist, obstetrician,
and, above all, patient advocate. My medical studies led me
internationally from the very beginning, first to live in St.
Maarten and then London. Residency steered me towards
working briefly in Haiti with the local hospital in Cap-Haïtien
and a pediatric residency in Port-au-Prince.
Most recently, I spent time in Bocas Del Toro, Panama on
a short-term medical trip. There I worked with a local
medical team to bring routine medical care to the remote
indigenous people of Panama and Costa Rica, the Ngäbe.
Our medical team was well versed in everything from treating
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ALUMNAE VOICE S

“Learning about schools
of the Sacred Heart
around the world really
expanded my borders
and reminded me just
how interconnected
our global community
can be — and how we
have a responsibility
to one another. When
it comes to the Goals
and Criteria, it blew
my mind to think
that young people all
over the world were
being educated by
the same principles I
was in Greenwich. I
loved and continue
to love that sense of
connectivity. I felt like
my active appreciation
for other cultures and
communities, as well
as my understanding
of the importance of
social justice and civic
engagement, keeps these
principles as part of my
day-to-day life.”
LAUREN MANNING ’09
Senior manager, Communications
and Community Engagement at
Girl Rising

parasites to performing routine sonograms to coordinating
echocardiograms for children with undiagnosed heart murmurs.
However, the main goal was empowerment of a marginalized
people — whether it was teaching them to wash their hands
to prevent disease or what questions to ask when they sought
treatment at a hospital.
The perspective I gained through my international work
broadened my view of healthcare. I have embarked on a new
adventure with the founding of Clean Your Plate, and I am
applying the lessons learned internationally to improving
healthcare in the U.S., beginning with rural communities
in Georgia.

ALUMNAE VOICE S

“After five years of practice in an internationally
renowned architecture firm in New York
City and teaching at Carnegie Mellon, I am
working in Berlin on a project related to urbanism and the
integration of biodiverse living systems into our cities.
A happy mix of science and philosophy. Berlin happens to
be one of those places pushing for “green” cities and it is
important to learn from beyond our borders the multiple
ways of achieving similar goals. My career path has been
much like my time at Sacred Heart: full of breadth and
depth, finding joy in multiple activities and disciplines.
This wonder for the world began with the joy emanating
from my teachers at Sacred Heart and from Goal 2,
“a deep respect for intellectual values.”
CHRISTINA CIARDULLO ’02
Architectural designer and PhD candidate at the Center for Architecture Science
and Ecology of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
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Where Young Women Become Global Leaders
1177 King Street | Greenwich, CT 06831
203.531.6500 | cshgreenwich.org

Twitter: @CSHGreenwich and @GoCSHGreenwich
Facebook: @CSHGreenwich and Csh Greenwich Alum
Instagram: @CSHGreenwich and @GoCSHGreenwich
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Snapchat: @CSHGreenwich

